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t,INITED STA TES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
...... 'II: . 

I March 23, 1987 

Honorable Ise M. Themas 
Administrator 

WASHINGTON. 0 C, 20460 

u. s. Environnental Protection Agency 
401 M street, s. w. 
washington, o. c. 20460 

Dear Mr. Thanas: 

SAB-OC-87-025 

0~F"11'.;C o~ 

TH~ AOMINl!;.T"i:;.t,TO~ 

The Science Advisory Board's Stratospheric Ozone Subcamlittee has 
canpleted its review of EPA's risk assessrrent dOCl.ll!'ent entitled An Assess
ment of the Risks of s_tratospheric ~ification arx:! is pleased to transmit its 
final rep:irt to you. 

The Subco:mdttee carried out an independent evaluation of the assumptions, 
conclusions and interpretations used by EPA in assessing the existing scientific 
infoi:ma.tion related to stratospheric ozone lOCldification. The Subco:rlnittee 
also advised EPA on the thoroughness and balance of its treatrrent of particular 
scientific issues, notinq areas of etnission as well nS areas EM{lhasized in 
the assesstTent document, and reviewing EPA's charact2rization of scientific 
uncertainties. 

EPA's draft assessment document represents an extensive effort to develq:i 
an integratea risk assessment, based upon currently available scientific 
information, to ascertain the potential threat to the stratosphere posed by a 
continued growth world-wide of emissions of chlorofluorocarbon cetnpounds 
(CFCs). The Subcommittee generally finds that F:PA had done a co:tunendablP. job 
in the body of the report of assembling the relevant scientific information, 
although the subcCITJllittPe has many recamendations ror in-proving the document. 
The uncertainty in future.CFC emissions has been characterized in the EPA 
draft as encanpassing .~ rang<" of (l to 5% for annual ~issions grc:i..>th, with 
1-4% ilS tht! rost likely portion of the range. The <:ubcanmittee r?.CCll1!lends tt>at 
F:PA pr<'lsent the 2.5% gra.rth rnte as one of a seriAs of illustrative "what-if" 
scenarios, rather than as a nost likely case. The revised Executive SLcrrl!rlary 
adq;its this advice. 

DP.pletion of the ozor>t0 cvlumn can incr.eaSf' ultraviolet r.adiation (UVB), 
rps1.1lting in an incrE>as•, in non.melancrna S<kin cancer. Available scientific 
e,1idencf' suggests that ciel "lnma '"•'Y also increase as ,, r<'lsult of increasA.~ 
ultraviolet radiation. T~c·t"E' ray !"JP othE>r signiFicant health effects, in 
addition to adverse impacr.~ ,m pliinU 'Ind aquatic organisms. Infomation 
on the impacts of increase,,< 11ltraviol"'t radiation on plants and aquatic 
organisms is extremely lil".t~"''· The <:ubcaumitt•?e beli1wes that the potential 
f.or adverse impacts on ,,1~~f.<o and <"quatic Or']anisms ifl sufficiently large to 
warrant high priority for f~rt'1"r investi9ation. 
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Tl1e Subcamaittee believes that the information si.mimarized in the draft 
risk asses&Qent 111.lp{X)rts the conclusion• that the p)Ssible impact of CFCs on 
the stratoephera should be considered a high priority issue for further 
investigation and analysis by EPA and other Federal agencies, and provides a 
scientific basis for the recently initiated intet:national efforts to address 
this problem. 

The Subcannittee reviewed the first draft of the entire assesSimnt 
dOCU11ent during its initial meeting. Following that session. using camrents 
received fron l!rffllbers of the Subcannittee and the public, EPA staff rewrote 
the Executive Surmiary. This revision was resubnitted in tine for the 
Subcrnmittee's second !'"eeting. The Subccmnittee's report, therefore, provides 
scientific advice on the revised Executive Summary and the first draft of the 
individual chapters of the assessment docurrent. The Subccnntittee nembers 
have not seen revisions to the individual chapters and request that EPA staff 
transmit the revised chapters and any further revision of the Executive 
Surmary for their individual review once this task is conpleted. Following 
this individual member cycle of review, the Chair and Vice Chair will transmit 
a letter to EPA noting the extent to which the Aqency has responded to its 
scientific advice. 

We appreciate the opportunity to participate in the evaluation of thfs 
important public health and environmental issue. We request that the AqenC'j 
fonnally respond to the scientific advice provided in the attached report. 

cc: A. James Barnes 
JacK CaMpbe 11 
Vaun Newill 
Craig Pottec 
Terry F. Yos h) 

Sincerely, 

Margaret KripKe 
Chair 
Stratospheric Ozone SubCCJ!mii ttee 
Science Mvisory Board 

'I ~ l,/c .'. 
'; \ lA..J l,_,J ' \ v '.,y~ '\ 

\Jorton Nelson 
Chair 
r:xCJcu ti ve Camii t tee 
SciPnCe Mvisor:y Board 
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u. S. FNVIRO~NTAL PROTFCTIOO /lGENCY ... 
NOrICE 

This report has been written as a part of the activities of 
the Science Advisory Board, a public advisory grOJp providing 
extrarn..iral scientific information and advice to the Administrator 
and other officials of the Environnental Protection I>qenCf. 'Ihe 
Board is structured to provide a balanced expert assessm:int of 
scientific matters related to problems facing the J>qenC'j. This 
report has not been reviewed for approval by the Pqency, and 
hence the contents of this report do not necessarily represent 
the views and policies of the Envirorrnental Protection Pqency, 
nor of other agencies in the Executive Branch of the Federal 
goverrment, nor does mention of trade nam;,s or CCim'ercial products 
constitute endorserrent of recCT\11"12ndation for use. 
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r. Intrcduction 

A, Sccpe and Charge of the Subccmnittee's Review 

On JaralAl:y 9, 1986 EPA's Assist4nt Administrator for Air requested 

the science AdviSOIY Board to evaluate the Agency's assessment of the 

risks of str\tospheric m:xlif ication. Specific questions posed to the 

Board included reviewing and assessing EPA's treatment of the scientific 

issues of concern (e.g., long tei:'ln trends in trace gases, atirospheric 

science, and health and ecological effects frcm ozone. depletion). 

On JanuaIY 31, 1986 the Science Advisor:y Board Executive Cotmittee 

accepted this request and authorized the formation of a Stratospheric 

ozone Subcamtittee to conduct the review. '!he Subcamtittee's role was to 

carIY out an independent evaluation of the assumptions, conclusions and 

interpretations developed or used by EPA in assessing the existing scientific 

information related to stratospheric ozone m:xlif ication. 1he Subcarlnittee 

also advised EPA on the thoroughness and balance of its treatment of 

particular scientific issues, noting areas of anission as well as areas 

emphasized in the assessrrent docurtent, and reviewing EPA's characterization 

of scientific uncertainties. 

the SubcClTl!llittee's primary effort was ciirected at examining the 

scientific logic used by FPA in its efforts to synthesize the available 

scientific literature. Miile it conducted a chapter-by-chapter review of 

the assesS!!E!nt document, thP SuhcOTirnittee recoqni2Ps that not all of the 

issues discussed in each .:l1aptPr are of equal public: health or environmental 

importance. 

At no time did ti~"' ·"·'"c,-1inittP"' beli•?ve t'1at it., role was to assist 

EPA in writing the assc·s~.-..,,t docurrent. Instead, it has offered specific 

technical advice for \;yr ·n '"J the scientific qual it/ of the document. EPA 
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nust then decide whether to accept or not accept this advice. TI1e Sub-

canmittee also oonstr~ed its role as an advisor rather than as a final 

approval body that would supervise ·d~tailed editorial and factual changes 

to all sections of the document. The latter role was beyond the Subcan-
1 

mittee's res<:>..trce capability and was also inconsistent with the role of 

an advisor performing a timely review. 

B. Subeamiittee Review Procedures 

The Subcarmittee met twice in public session in Washington, D. c., 

on NOvember 24-25, 1986 and January 26-27, 1987. Notice of each meeting 

was published in the Federal Register. During its !"leetings the Subcmnittee 

heard presentations fran EPA staff and had the opportunity to provide 

both verbal and written criticisms of the material sul:mitted for review. 

In addition, the Subcanrnittee made tine available for members of the 

public to present verbal and written CCimlilnts on the scientific adequacy 

of EPA's assessment document. Participating organizations included the 

Alliance for a Responsible CFC Policy, ChEmical Manuracturers Association, 

Dupont Corporation, Environmental Defense F'und and Natural Resources 

Defense Council, as well as individual l"embers of the scientific cQTil!Unity. 

These presentations, and the interactions between the Subcanmittee and 

EPA staff, resulted in a wide ranging scientific dialogue whose aim was 

to solicit information and facilitate the SuhcC:trUt\ittee's effort to achieve 

consensus on the major issues for which it was advising EPA. 

The Subccmnittee r<e·1iewed the Eirst <iraft of the entire assessment 

document during its in1t t·•l crp;;ting. Pollcwing th«t session, using 

ccmnents receiv<?d tran rit :c!*"rs :>f the SuhcCTr1I'1ittee and the public, 

EPA staff rewrote the f:x<";;u ti ve Sunvnary. Th is rev is ion was resubr'li tted 
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in ti.ire for the Subcanmittee.'s second meeting. The Subccmnittee's report, 

therefore, provides scientific advice on the revised Executive Si.munary 

and the first draft of the individ-l, chapters of the assessrrent dOCUirent. 

Follaoring its first rreeting, the Subcamri.ttee drafted an interim 

t'eport that 'simroarized its major thoughts at that stage of the review. 

This was expanded and updated at the second imeting. Final editing of 

the report was carried oot by mail and telephone conversations. The Science 

Advisory Board's Executive Ccrranittee approved the report by mail on 

February 25, 1987, 

The Subcam1ittee immbers have not seen revisions to the individual 

chapters and request that EPA staff transmit the revised chapters and any 

further revision of the Executive SUlllnary for their individual review 

once this task is cct11pleted. Following this individual member cycle of. 

review, the Subca:miitte.e Chair and Vice-Chair will transmit a letter to 

EPA noting the extent to which the Agency has responded to its scientific 

advie<i>. 

II. General Caments and Conclusions 

EPA's draft document represents an extensive effort to develop an 

integrated risk assessimnt based upon currently available scientific 

information to ascertain the potential threat to the stratosphere posed 

by a continued yr0;1th .. world-wide of emissions of chlorofluorocarbon (CFCs) 

CO!\pOUnds. The SubCO'mlittee generally finds that F::PA has done a camrendable 

job of assembling the relevant scientific information in the bOdy of the 

document, althoogh the Subccrimittee has I"any specific recamendations for 

improving the treatr>cnt of particular scient i E ic issues and characterizing 

scientific uncertainties. 

EPA state:o: the uncert~inty in foture CF'C ef!lissions as encanpassing a 

range of 0 to 5% for annual <>missions growth, with 1-H as the rrost 

likely scenario within t:1e rnnge. The Subcarrni tteP reccrtllended that EPA 
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present the 2. 5% growth rate as one of a series of illustrative "what-if" 

scenarios, rather than as a nnst likely case. The revised Executivt> 

Sunvnary adq>ts this advice. • .... "'! 

Calculations with one and two dimensional atrrospheric m::>dels indicate 
I 

that continued CFC annual emissions grc:uth of 2.5% or above could lead to 

depletion of global colurnn ozone by several percent within the next forty 

years and nruch· higher reductions in subsequent decades if this rate of 

CFC emissions gr~th continues. Ozone reduction will continue, albeit at 

a slower rate even if the rate of emissions beccmes constant. 'Ille retention 

time of CFC gases in the atm:>spheric is decades to centuries, so that the 

CFC buildup cannot be quickly reversed once it has occurred. The i.JTtlacts 

of ozone depletion will be largest at high latitudes and at high elevations 

of the stratosphere, although changes in ultraviolet radiation will be 

determined by column ozone (total ozone in a coli.Jl'ln thrcugh all levels of 

the a tm:>sphe re ) • 

Changes in CFC gases interact with changes in 1reenhouse gases (C02, 

NzO, CH4) in determining changes in ozone concentrations. The impact of 

CFC emissions on ozone concentrations may be even larger if gr~th in 

these greenhouse gases is reduc"'d frctn current trends. In addition, CFC 

gases have a potential impact <)n global climate, <>lthough this impact 

appears to be only about 20 percent of that <>nticipated frctn ch<>nges in 

COz, NzO, and CH4. The impact on climate of changes in •)Zone concentr.-ation 

appears to be small by Ca'1parison. 

Depletion of the <)l"n"' cnlumn can incn'><>se ultr.wiolet radiation 

(UVB), resulting in >n >n,~n:ase in non-rriel<>noma skin c<>ncer. Available 

scientific evidence "'"j ,.-s,·o th<>t melanCJTia riay <>lso incre<>sH as a result 

of incr.-eased ultraviot.,,_ r_'oi~tion. There may oo other significant health 
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effects, in addition to adverse iflt:>acts on plants and aquatic organisms, 

Information on the impacts of increased ultraviolet radiation on plants 

and aquatic organisms is extremely'"ilinited. The,
0

Subcarmittee believes 

that the potential for adverse ~ts on plants and aquatic organisms is 
' 

sufficiently large so that further research of these areas should receive 

high priority. 

The Subcamti ttee believes that the infot111ation sUl!lllarized in the 

draft risk assessment supports a conclusion that the possible iltpact of CFCs 

on the stratosphere should be considered a high priority issue for further 

investigation and analysis by EPA and other Federal agencies, and provides 

a scientific basis for the recently initiated international efforts to 

address this problem. 

The draft document represents a useful step tcward camunicating the 

applicable scientific information to decision makers, but decisions on 

CFC regulations will require further analysis of the regulatory options 

beyond the analyses presented in the draft risk assC'ss~nt. 

The Subcomnittee has reviewed, but has not evaluated in detail, the 

quantitative projections of health and other inipacts associated with growth 

in CFC emissions that are contained in the draft risk assessment. The 

integrating r:odel,appears to he a useful vehicle for sumnarizing the 

implications of alternative assumptions regarding emissions, atmospheric 

response to CFCs and other trace gases, i!l1Plications for changes i~ 

ultraviolet radiation, and consequent changes in the incidence of skin 

cancer in the u. s. ;xir1,1lation ,iut:ing the lifetimes of the current 

population and thof'e cndi•1iduals born during the next century. Scrne 

other iinpacts (e .• g., •'<.:nn•:>nic costs of daMa<J" to polymeric materials, 

soybeans as an example 't crl)fl loss, and anchovy loss as an example of 
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!)C9Ulation ill{Jdct for a sensitive aquatic species) are included in the 

quantitative, analysis using the integrating rrodel. Many potentially 
·' .... "': 

iJrtiortant i.Jllacts are not included since the infonnation to support 
' 

quantitative projections of these impacts is not yet available. 

The draft document makes a reasonable attempt to Charact.erize 

uncertainties in scientific knowledge and in the assumptions for growth 

of CFC emissions. The SubcCITilllittee recCl'mlends further efforts to state 

assumptions more explicitly and to more clearly characterize the li.Jnits 

of currently available information. 

The draft dOC'U!TM'!nt is long and repetitive and, yet, sane critical 

infonnation is not readily available, As an exanq:ile, much of the discussion 

of CFC emissions' projections in Chapter 3 ·presents results with little 

infonnation on underlying assun\)tions and data. EPA has taken these 

results frCill contractor relJC>rts that are not available in the peer reviewed 

literature, It is highly desirable that the final ,;oCUirent, with its 

appendices, be self-contain"1:1 and reasonably canple:~. Additional appendices 

suimarizing contractor work and documenting rrore fully the integrating 

rrodel of Chapter 17 may, ~-~erefore, be needed. 

In summary, the entire draft document represents a good first effort 

to summarize an exceedir>ylj cr;mplex set of issues, and the SubcCITilllittee 

cCJ:mands EPA for the pro:in,ss achiewd to date. 

III. Specific Ccmrents nn the> R<>vi.<>ed Executive SUJ111'.1'lry 

The Subcamnittee b» l '."''"~ the Execut iv<" SUMMr/ is extremely i"'f'Ortant 

oocause it is likely • r .. ,,,., .. ,. tl\.o most attPntion anc:l will coe used for a 

variety of put:-p0ses, tr'.··;.""'_; ,i.,r>->>'tic n>gulatory decision making and 

international negoti0t1 ~"" ttn,; cea,;on, the Executive Sl.lllm3.ry needs 

to be accurate and ex; l ' •n. ! ;'rov id.; " "" lancec:l overview of the 
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content and conclusions of the entire assessnent document. The Subcattnittee 

spent irost of the tilre at its second rreeting reviewing and discussing 
....... "II 

this portiat of the doculrent. It reached the following 'conclusions and 

recamiendations: 
I 

1. The revised Executive SUl!lnary represents a marked ll!provement 

over the original version, Our major criticism of the original Executive 

Suimary was its failure to reflect accurately and objectively the content 

of the individual chapters in the report. EPA staff have made significant 

progress in correcting this problem. 

2. Additional revisions are still needed to reach the necessary level 

of accuracy, balance and clarity. The Subcamlittee reccmnends that both 

the findings summary and the chapter summaries be organized into subsections 

to facilitate their presentation. All long headings in the chapter 

suimaries should be shortened to a brief sentence. The document should 

also present an outline or diagram illustrating the atnx:>spheric processes 

involved in the creation and destruction of ozone. Many specific suggestions 

for improvenent of the Executive Summary WAre discussed with or submitted 

in writing to Mr. John Hoffman for incorporation into a second revision 

of the Executive Summary. 

3, Although the Executive SU!m1ary is no.1 r.ore accurate and objective 

in describing the information and conclusions of the entire document, 

statenents interpreting the results for non-scientists, and indications 

of the relative ill1portance of the issues considered, need to be provided. 

For example, each point crade in the Executive ~l.l!TU'Mry appears to be given 

equal weight, when clearly, the issues differ widely in tei:ms of their 

potential sign it ican<;r>. Sp<!C if ic recanmendations for addressing this 

problem include: 

a) EPA should cle.,dy and forcefully state that, by the time it is 
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' 
~sible to detect decreases in ozone concentration with a high degree of 

confidence, it may be tc:o late to institute corrective measures that 
.... "'! 

would reven.G this trend. 

bl Predictions of ozone depletion derived fran at:llnSpheric m:xlels 

are consistent, in l'OC>St instances, with actual measurements Qf ozone 

concentration, even the>Jgh these measuranents are subject to considerable 

uncertainty. 

c) Both the relative state of knC'olledge, and C>Jr ability to obtain 

new information in the i.ImEdiate future are different for each area 

sU111T1arized in the docurrent. for sane issues, it will take decades to 

obtain missing information whereas, on others, rapid pro;;ress can be 

predicted. Ht::Mever, this variation in the infoi:mation base sha.ild not 

preclude reco;inition of the potential problem of ozone depletion or 

rnakin;i decisions that address the problem. Decisions can and she>Jld be 

made, even in the face of current uncertainties. 

d) The Executive Sunmuy she>Jld provide a sense of prcportion and 

balance airong the scientific issues evaluated, particularly in presenting 

the findings of the dOCUJ'11ent. Clearly, the consequences of ozone depletion 

could be major for sane effects, even though the amount of infotmation 

available is small. A large amount of information does not necessadly 

inply greater importance canpared to the effects on which littl<' informa'-ion 

is available. EPA should att,,mpt to prim·itize the effects that night 

r<'sult fran ozone deple~ i··)n and to distinguish between effects that are 

of greatt> r ':>r lesS<?r CCJr1'>t>quencR on a g lohal sc., le. The ro llC'oli ng table 

and state of knC'olledge t ir- ''ach 0f the effects ;;l.Jl'\P'larized in the repot"t: 
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_E_f_f~_c_!O ______ -·- __ Stnt.2 of Know)e('lgp .. ' - - - - ~ ~ ' -- - . ·~~ ~ - . ~ . - - ' l'0t,..rt.ia_). Globa_l_ Impa_ct 

Skin Cancer "'i,-~ 1.l:: rat~ tn higio 

Inmune Systan Lr,w High 

Cat<oracts "·1r"'liliPratf!I 

Plant Lite Low High 

Aqu<otic Life L-"'1 High 

Clim.te Irrpacts* 'lodt>rnte 

Trqiospheric 03 Moo~·rnte 

and ~l2'J2 

Polyrrers Moo., rate 

--~ --~ -- --------- -· - ~- ----,~ ~·~-·- - -·- --~-·-~ -- -~ --~--- . ·- - ~-~·~-- -----~- ~--- --~-

* Contribution of 03 to cli"'"t" changes, inclu<iing s<>a level rise 

A principal use of this tablP. could be as a guide to research planning, 

especially in conductin9 research for f'ffects where current knowledge is 

l<:M and potential globa \ i1'1pacts are high. Such a table is. however, an 

irrperfect guide for allncating research <lollars. an'' is subject to change 

as new information becares available. 

The S~ittee does not kn°"1, based on curr<?nt kna.iledge, whether 

effects with a potential global· irrpact d<i'signAted as "high" with a state of 

kn<:Mledge designated as la.i will cx:cur hut, if such effects are experienced. 

they could be significant. 

e) The Executive SUimlaty should devote less anphasis to climate change 

and its effects, such as sea l<>vel rise. It should focus. instead, on 

the contribution of changes in ozone concentration to climate m:x:lification, 

rather than reviewing all the -radiatively-active gases that affect climate. 

we recognize that the ozone depletion and global warming (greenhouse) 

issues are linked; nonetheless, the enphasis in this dOCl.Ulent should be 

placed on stratospheric, ~athPr than tropospheric processes. 

IV. Specific Canments on Individual Chapters 

This short introductory chapter was not fol:!llally reviewed. 'Il'le 
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Subcormittee endorses the staterrent of purpose for the risk assessment. 

Chapter 2: Stratospheric Perturbants: Past Changes in Concentrations 

'Ihis chapter on past changes in..,concentration of stratospheric 1?9rturbant 

gases is generally acceptable as written, 'Ihe discussion of CO should be 
I 

strengthened, and additional discussion of volcanic gases and trace gas 

lifetirre may be appropriate, The l!Ore accurate term "steady-state" shoold 

be used instead of "equilibrium," EPA may wish to ucve the discussion of 

atJroSpheric response dyna'llics (page 2-21 to p<qe 2-25) into Chapter 5, or 

elsewhere, as a part of the discussion on llCdeling stratospheric response 

to perturbant gases. 

Chapter 3: Emissions of Ozone Modifiers 

At the Subccrnmittee's request, EPA develcped a set of "what-if" 

scenarios to explore the range of reasonable OJtccrnes for future CFC 

world production. In addition to cases with constant growth rates in the 

range of 0-5% annually, 8PA considered cases with near-term growth foll<:Med 

by a leveling off and decrease in production levels. EPA shOJld seek 

assumptions and additional insights to characterize the CFC uses that may 

cause high future det1>'1nd for CFCs, such as widespread use of air conditioning 

and refrigeration in developirq nations, as opposed to describing scenarios 

only in terms of annual 0rowth rate. Characterization of the potential 

for substituting in various CF'C uses may provide a rrieans of developing 

insight on the relative likelihood of the production scenarios. Given 

the importance of the uncertainty in future world CFC production levels 

on the projected tiMinl) -•n.:1 magnitude of stt:atospheric ozone changes, 

further research on UC use» clnd theii:- alti=rnativP.s is highly d"'sil:"abl<>. 

Chapt<>r 4: Futur_'.'_Jri1ssions and Concentrations of Trace Gases 

As in Chapter 3, a cent r,, 1 case for the gt:<JWth of C02 and othet: 
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greenhouse gases may project a misleading impression of current aoility 

to predict the future evolution of 'atircspheric conditions. The EPA 

responded to the Subcamlittee's sl.lggestion to eXplore a set of scenarios 
' 

and a range of plausible future conditions. Ha.1ever, insights on the 

potential role of fossil fuel uses, changes in deforestation, and other 

factors underlying changes·in greenha.!se gas levels should be described. 

Uncertainty on non-anthropogenic emissions and resulting uncertainties in 

the trends for CH4 and N20 sho.Ild be discussed further. '!his chapter could 

benefit fran extensive rewriting and reorganization. 

Chapter 5: Assessment of the Risk of Stratospheric Ozone Modification 

'!he discussion of one dimensional (1-D) models should be condensed, while 

more discussion of two dimensional ( 2-D) models and perhaps three dinen5ional 

(3-D) modeling approaches would be useful in explaining the current under

standing of the canplex set of relationships deternlning ozone levels and 

climate changes. It is crucial to camunicate the ·extent of predictive 

power of current roodels. We recognize the need for improved mxlels that 

can descdbe seasonal an<1 re<Jional changes in ozone abundance and the 

resulting climatic changes. 

The Monte Carlo analysis of Stolarski and COuglas indicates that 

screening sets of variabl~s to canbinations that are reasonably consistent 

with available at:m:ispheric cneasur~nt data changes the character of the 

results as stated in the '<xeC"ut i 'le SU!\'U'1ary and the findings of Chapter 5. 

the discussif)n on pages )-JK 1nd 5-'!3 .with Figures 5-57 and $-58 shoold 

beCCUIE'< the basis for r"''.'\ "', nq the statement of these results. The choice 

of material for the di,,,,, .. , '\u,.,rory should be iJ:iproved, The chapter 

could benefit by ext en,; ; .. , ... ··~ l ~mg and rewriting. 
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Chapter 6: Climate Change 

The Subcatrnittee judged this to be one of the better- written chapter-s, 

pr-oviding a balanced surnm;iry of the"'available scientific infonnation on 

climate ~. Hcwever-, the foo.is of the chapter should be the contr-ibution 
I 

of chc.nges in ozone concentration fran climate nvdification, rather- than 

a review of all the r-adiatively-active gases that atfect climate. 'Ihe 

chapter should place more emphasis on stratospheric, r-ather than tropcspheric 

processes. Linkages between ozone concentcation charges and clim;lte change 

shCAJld be highlighted, and l'OC>re attention i;iaid to the effect of changes 

in the vertical distribution of ozone to climate impacts. A separation 

of direct and indir-ect effects would be useful. The chapter should focus 

on the direct effects of ozone on climate, and br-iefly surrrnar-ize the 

indirect effects of tr-ace gases whose concentr-ations affect both ozone 

concentration and climate. 

The document should define the ~dy diffusion :c:iefficient. The 

discussion of the importance of cloud cover- in dete::tnining heat balance 

should be expanded to at least half a page, More discussion of sensitivity 

analysis and corrparison of 1-D and 2-D rocx:lel results would be appropriate, 

and saoe discussion ot further research using 2-D !TDdels to explore 

sensitivity issues would be a useful addition to the chapter. Ocean 

thetm'll lag is another important issue for detennining climate r-esponse 

and could use rrore discussion. Absolute concentration infonnation should 

be added to exhibit 6-3. 

The Subccrirnitt>e<O j•"1•>r.1lly agrees that this chapter is concise, 

cCf'l(lrehensive, and well ,.;ntt'On. No dAficiencies wAre noted in the 
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breadth of the material reviewed in this chapter. The Subcqrrnittee concurs 

that considerable evidence sup[X>rts the conclusion that increased UVB 

would increase the incidence and iri:)f'tality of rio~lanana skin cancer. 

Specific erroi:s in the text were noted and discussed with appropriate 
\ 

staff members. 

Points requiring revision or remaining to be addressed in the body 

of the text are the follo.ring: 

1. There needs to be a clear statement of the [X>tential impact of 

increased UVB radiation on mortality frctn basal cell carcinana and squamo..is 

cell carcinana, 

2. The document sha.Jld present a discussion of the validity of 

existing llDrtaHty data for nonmelat'll!la skin cancer and justification for 

not basing predictions on these data. 

3. The action spectra discussed in the chapter sha.Jld be presented 

diagramnatically. These include the action spectn for OOA, the modified 

DNA action spectrum corrected for skin transmission, the RB meter action 

spectrum, the cutaneous edema action spectrum, and the ereythema action 

spectrum. 

4, The chapter should justifiy the selection of the action spectra 

used in the calculations. 

5. The major problem with this chapter concerns the translation of 

information within the chapter into stateMents concerning the expected 

numbers of additional cancer cas~s and additional cancer deaths. The Sub-

camtittee requested an ·l'1<ienrll.ll'1 that contains a list of the asslll'l[)tions 

underlyir>J the calculateed increases in cancer incidence and l"Ortality and 

sane indication of the u~<>fftaint.ies contained within tl'fese predictions. 

This addendUl'1 was rc>ce i <1,>rl, and infarll\at ion f r'r:rn it neects to be incorporated 

into the chapter. Tht> arldendUl'1 itself should be included in the appendix. 
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6. The Subcanmittee earlier suggested that a range of values for 

incidence and rroi:tality be utilized that would reflect predicted uppar 

and l~r limits of increased UVB e"Xj:X:isure, rathifr than using the central 

case valuea. 'Ihe staff have ad~ted this suggestion in the revised 

' Executive Sumiary; it needs to be incorporated in Chapter 7. 

Chapter 8: MelanQt>a 

rn general, the Subcarmittee agrees that this chapter provides a 

caiprehensive analysis of the evidence for and against the role of sunlight 

and UVB radiation as a contributing factor in the develq:rnent of cutanecAJs 

melancma in hUIMns. Although there are still many uncertainties concerning 

the relationship between UVB and melancma, the weight of current evidence, 

especially that provided by recent epiderniologic studies, favors the 

conclusion that increased lNB radiation is likely to increase the incidence 

and irortality of cutaneous melanaoa in humans. 

The points ranaining to be addressed in this .:hapter are the folla.1ing: 

l. The staff has provided a statement of the 1ssUll(ltions underlying 

the calculated increases in the incidence and rrortality of melanana to 

the Subcamtittee, along with justifications for the choice of critical 

assumptions. This infor:mation needs to be incorporated into the chapter. 

2, Two concepts need to be addressed in a revised chapter. The 

first is that UVB radiation ca.ild contribute to thP incidRnce and !'Prtality 

of melancrna withoot bein9 a direct, causative agent responsible for the 

transfor.wation of noi:n'al crel~nocytes into cancer cRlls. The chapter 

presently considers only thi-l l ikelil1ocxl that UVB is a direct, causative 

agent that induces c;ut.on-e0US roelanoria (See Figure 1). Second, the 

chapter should emphas iz•' r.!','>t r.h<!! tern "melancrna" may "cr.ually encorrpass 
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a heterogenews grwp of disease entities. The possibility that there 
< 

may be subsets of cutane<:>.!S melano:tia that are caused, exacerbated or 

carpletely unrelated to LNB sh<:>.!ld be raised in seeking explanations 
...... " 

for the obsclu"e relationship between sunlight exposure and melanana 

incidence. 

3. Material included in this chapter as backgrwnd infOllllation (pp. 

8-7 to 8-13) also applies to chapter 7 and should be rroved to the beginning 

of chapter 7 and integrated with the information on action spectra. 

4. nie statements on the evidence su~porting the conclusion that 

solar radiation is one cause of melanana (p. 8-4) need to be revised to 

reflect IOC>re accurately the available scientific infonnation. 

Chapter 9: Immme System 

The Subccnmittee concurs with the general sUim1ary and conclusions 

reached in this chapter. Specifically, there is reason to believe that 

UVB radiation has the (lOtential to rrodify irmune responses in humans and 

that such l!Pdif ications could conceivably increase the incidence or 

severity of sane infectious diseases. 

In general, the chapter is not well written or well organized, and 

the Subcarmittee made nany detailed suggestions concerning appropriate 

revision of the material to increase both its accuracy and its clarity. 

However, the suggested revisions would not alter the general conclusions. 

The S11bcamti. ttee notes severnl def idencies in the presentation of 

the WOrk that require revision. They include: 

1. Ule chapter "" ·s r".it clarify tlw fact that several different 

a different action S[X''''·'""· The availabl" action spectra should ::>e 

illustrated in a f i'JUr, .. 
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2. Ihe docurrent should state that UVB exposure produces systemic 
··•·-i: 

irnlrunologic charges, as well as local changes within irradiated skin. 

Restricting consideration to cutaneous infections may represent too narra. 
I 

a view of the potential consequences of increased UVB irradiqtion. 

3. This chapter should state that, although UllB induced effects 

on the imrrune system.might contribute to the induction and pathogenesis 

of skin cancers, this fact is not likely to increase the predicted 

estimates of increases in skin cancer incidence and rn:>rtality. 

4. A point needing further ~hasis is that !!OSt inmunologic studies 

to date have not assessed the effects of long-tei:rn, chronic UVB irradiation, 

but have concentrated.on acute effects. 

Chapter 10: Cataracts 

The chapter.on cataracts and other eye disorders is carq;irehensive and 

extremely well written. The Subcormittee does not :Jelieve that any major 

study ha.s been anitted in the bibliography, and EP;'s assessnent of each 

paper appears to .be accurate and balanced. 

The findings are accurately stated and succinctly express the 

legitimate concern that an increase in the flux of the UVB radiation may 

lead to an increase in cataract incidence around the world. The Subcormittee 

agrees with these f.indings and with the Agency's method ot presenting them. 

Near the end of the chapter, the document fJ!Tlphasizes the effect of 

UVB radiation on the DN.". content of lens cells. This .represents an 

important point that is "" 11 treated in .the chapter. Researchecs have 

emphasized the effect ·:>f i t"rad iation on lens pi:-otein, and thei:-e has been 

relatively little discussc<0n '1f the impact <)f UVB radiation on lens DNA. 
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The selection of epidemiologic studies relevant to this issue is 

correct and well presented. 
~ ... 'II; ·. ·' 

A major limitation which EPA staff may wish to 

address is that all of the studies are handicapped by the lack of an 
' 

individual dose !l'eter to measure the ultraviolet exposure on a case by 

case basis. To date, we have not had such an instrument for use in prospective 

studies and, therefore, have relied on general radiation levels at different 

latitudes to estimate the exposures of individuals living at those latitudes. 

The discussion of the multifactorial nature of senile cataract formation 

is accurate. Within one to three years, three major studies of the risk factors 

in senile cataract forrnation will be Ccttq?leted in Boston, Parma, Italy 

and Delhi, India. These studies will also indirectly address the question of 

ultraviolet exposure and cataract type and severity. 

Chapter 11: terrestrial Effects 

The SubcaTimittee agrees that this chapter presents a balanced overview 

of available rraterial. The only concern is that the summary statements 

for this chapter are not balanced and tend to emphasize the negative 

aspects of the material. 

This chapter reviews the available information concerning UVB 

radiation effects on plants as this relates to the question of potential 

effects of ()Wne reduction. Ultraviolet screening tests with agricultural 

species and cultivars, ,'ls well as actual fiE>ld trials using lN laJ'tlS, are 

described. 

Canpl icat i"') fact' ir-s such as the apprnpr iate <ict ion spectra to use 

in evaluatinq ozone ch,,n<J" and effects of 'N lar19 supplementation on the 

ms ult inq ozone i:educ'. ,,,n s unu lat ions, plant accl lmat iori to enhanced W 
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radiation, and interactions with other environrrental factors such as 
.. "'·"': •, .~ 

drought and carbon dioxide enhancement are discussed. Interpretation of 

the data and caveats concerning limitations in drawing conclusions fran 
' 

these data are offered. 

Overall, the text, considering the length allotted, is reasonably 

carplete and balanced. On the other hand, the SUlll!lary tends to accentuate 

results supporting the detrimental effects of ozone reduction. This 

results in a statement of findings and a sunmary which are much less 

balanced than the text itself. 

Chapter 12: AgUatic Effects 

This is a very thorough, well written chapter. It accurately conveys 

the extant information on the effects of solar ultraviolet radiation on 

aquatic systems and explains the difficulties in extending these data to 

an assessm:nt of the effects of stratospheric ozone reduction. There are 

a few passages describing laboratory experiments whei:-e it is not clear 

whether the ultraviolet i:-adiation sL~ulating a certain ozone reduction 

is calculated as that striking the water surface or at scree depth in the 

water. o::casionally, ex;:ierim;>ntal results are not always clearly 

distinguished fran calqulated irtq;>acts. We believe the issue of large 

migrations of aquatic populations, e.g. 30° latitude, while illustrative, 

are unrealistic and coulo he misleading. These could be eliminated 

without detracting fran tiuo content of the chapter. 

!is with Chapter ll, ~sse~sing the impacts of stratospheric ozone 

reduction on C0'1ffillniti<>-> ,,no Pcosystems has received less attention and 

research than issues suc!1 H skin cancer. The Subc<'.l!mlittee believes the 

potential impacts on "';'nu,; ~no terrestrial food chains, and the potential 
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etfects on the equilibrium of plant and animal assemblages, are just as 
• .... "'! 

important • the 1tDre intensively studied human effects, This lliv:>rtance 

needs to be conveyed not only in Chapters 11 and 12 but also in the sumnaries 
' 

of these chapters and in the Executive Suimary. 

Chapter 13: Polymers 

The econcrnic analysis on polyner damages is based on the assumption 

of a small increase in the destruction rate of the polymer material 

multiplied by a large value for the inventory of material in place. The 

asSUJll'tions of the analysis should be stated l!Dre clearly, and the 

uncertainities in this econanic analysis should be highlighted. Disco.intirq 

future damages should be discussed. 

The rate of polymer degradation depends on the actual action spectrum, 

which is undoubtedly different for each kind of polymer. These spectra 

should be measured experimentally before any conf i•jence can be placed in 

the predictions. In many cases, it would be expected that UVB contributes 

only a small fraction of the total rate and, therefore, the rate would 

be very insensitive to changes in stratospheric ozone. 

The estimates present8d by EPA are reasonable in the absence of real 

data, but the req\Jired measurerrents are not difficult and should be made. 

Chapter 14: Potential Effects on Tropospheric Ozone 

The document should ~resent a nore extensive introduction to the 

discussion of health arni W<"lhre effects of tropospheric ozone. The 

mx!<lling discussion n:>w ht.ind on page 14-11 should be expanded and placed 

neat: the fr1)nt of the ,;h.ip•.eC". The !'laterial on page 9 should !:>e shown as 

a graph. All three etc""' should be shCMl"I in the tigure, page 14-12. 

The word "S!'lO<J" is C"Ol !·•;e1:.ol and should be avoided. The discussion of 

.. 
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the spectral resolution of UV needed for photochemistry sho.Jld be strengthened. 

The question of what happens to global tropospheric ozone as uva increases 
...... "' ... ~ 

needs e~ng (sate discussion of this issue is found in Chapter SJ. 

The lirnitat'ons of the analysis in this chapter should be stressed irore. 

'!he effect of CFC emissions reductions on trOpOSpheric ozone.should be 

discussed. Discussion of mass flux and other interactions between the 

troposphere and stratosphere should be added. 

Chapter 15: Sea Level Rise 

The SubCCl\l!Uttee reached a consensus that this chapter adequately covers 

the subject material. However, additional qualifying statements need to be 

added to the surmary statements. 

This chapter requires more careful caveats in the surmiary and finc:lirgs 

and references to major reports on sea level rise. Assumptions shwld be 

clearly stated. 'I'he rang~ of 50-200 an. of sea level rise seems narrow in 

view of the many uncertainties on climate change, and the basis for 

calculating this range should be made explicit. Th.a implications for loss 

of land of a 1 mater rise Might be stated. 

More discussion of the econanic aspects of sea level rise would be 

desirable. 

Chapter J.6 and Append_ix B: Impacts of Climate Ch~ 

'!he discussion focuses mainly on North America and Europe. The Subcan-

mittee encoorages the st,1ff t') present mre intormatiQn on the rice crop 

and other aspects of agricult,Jre in the developing world. The docur:ent 

should emphasize that •1·1·.-r·rtilinr:y in the r<>gional ,,Efects is substantial. 

catastrophic episodes s•,ic''' .JS floods, droughts, and severe storms May 

cause Much of the damac;•', in•:1 these ep isod<0s cannot be reliaoly predicted. 
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This chapter represents a canpilation of potential consequences of global 

wanning. 'Ihese synoposes address potential changes in forest and other 
• ... "I: ··.-

vegetation distributions, agricultural ~lications, hydrological cycles 

and weather effects on roorbidity and roortality. This ccllection of 

vignettes is, of course, one of only many possible canpilations since 

global warming can have many ramifications. 

Chapters 17 and 18: Integrating Model and Results 

The objective of the integrating mxlel is to provide a fr~rk 

within which the implications of alternative assumptions and policies can 

be identified. The subcanmittee finds this objective camrendable and 

supports EPA's effort to make the assumptions and the logic used in the 

risk assessmmt explicit and readily available to interested members of 

the public. The integrating rrodel appears to be a gcx,.j vehicle for 

summarizing the assUlllltions and calculations described in previous chapters 

of the risk assessment. An integrating rrodel such as this represents an 

excellent tool for examining the implications of alternative assumptions--

"what if" scenarios--and for investigating the importance of uncertainties 

in different areas ot science for policy and research conclusions. 

The logic and impl"'11entation of the integrating mxlel as a canputer 

code were the subject of a factfinding meetinq of four members of the Sub-

canmittee on January 14, that also included John Hoffman of EPA, and 

representatives frcm EPA 's Cc)ntractor, ICF. ?rio" to the rneetinq, these 

Subccmni ttee members rec., i'l<eci a listing of input files' and the FORTRAN 

computer code for the CDC"el. Oth.,r technical docL1m2ntation for the l"Odel 

does not exist ~t this e l"'P. Raserl on the written ciatedal in Chapter 17 

and the discussion at this rnPeting, the SubcCtT!!'\itteP believes that the rrodel, 

and the results of the ,--.,-,,;.,.1 •;,~lculations pn•sented in Chapter 18, appear 
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reasonable. However, the rrodel has not undergone detailed revie'<' ootside 

of the EPA/ICF tean that developed··H., and it has not been documented and 

placed in a form accessible to ootside parties. 

The material in Chapters 17 and 18 will need substantial revision as 
-

the analysis with the integrating m:x:lel is revised to meet reccmriendations 

fran the Subcamtittee regardirYJ the Executive SUlll!lary and. the other 

chapters. The revised versions of Chapter 17 and 18 should stress the 

structure of the rrodel and the insights obtained fran the analysis that 

has been carried out using the rrodel, including: what issues were addressed 

and not addressed in the l!Odel, and hew issues not included in the 

integrating mxlel could affect overall conclusions. '.the sensitivity analysis 

and the interpretation of the sensitivity analysis sha.lld be eXpanded, _and 

conclusions on the importance of uncertainty in various areas of science 

rrade IOClre explicit. ~at areas of science are l'"QSt significant for policy 

conclusions and as targets for future research? As •Jne exanple, the Sub-

canmittee judged that iMpacts on plants and aquatk organisms are am::>l'<;J 

the tl()St il"tlp:>rtant potential effects of ozone depletion, yet these inpacts 

are includea in the roc>del only by considering changes in one crop. soybeans, 

and one si;iecies of aquatic organisms, anchovies. ~ore canprehensive quanti-

tative assessment of potential impacts on plants and aquatic <)rganisms should 

be identified as a target for further research and analysis as the ris~ 

assessment methodology is further refined. As another example, the 

integrating mxlel does not include mechanisms relating to the recent 

observations of ozon"' '·''''llF>ti0n over .'Vltarctica. As a result, it would 

be inappropriate to cit<.' the results of the r-octel as ind_icating that 

changes exceeding a fow ;'«rcent in str·>tospheric ozQne concentration will 

not take place until '*11 into the next century. 
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The integrating m:x:lel should tia'1e extensive-additional technical 

d~ntation. A listing of the !'OR'tRAN cede is inadequate as a basis for 

camunicating the details of the m:x:lel. Many parties interested in 

stratospheric ozone risk assess:nent may find it valuable to have access 

to the integrating m:x:lel in order to carry o.it analyses of the irrpacts of 

CFC emissions on ozone and climate change. The Subccmnittee recCimllnds 

that EPA provide adequate technical documentation of the integrating 

m:xlel in the foon of appendices to the risk assess:nent, and that EPA 

include in its future plans the develq;iment of a "user-friendly" version 

of the integrating rrodel that can be placed in the public danain for use 

by others. 


